
Gallery GO Directions:
Answer each question using the 

information from the Gallery Exhibits.

Loyalty Review Board
According to the Executive Order establishing the 
Review Board, why was it important to guarantee the 
loyalty of Federal Employees?

HUAC
What was the purpose for founding the HUAC in 1938 
and when was it disbanded?

According to Hoover, how had communists infiltrated 
Hollywood?

Hollywood 10
What was the result of the HUAC’s investigation of 
the famous Hollywood 10? Describe blacklisting.

McCarren Act
How did this act allow the US to be more “selective” in 
who they allowed to immigrate into the US?

Name/s: …………………………………………………………………

4 Point Scale A = 4    B = 3     C = 2    D = 1   F = 0  



McCarthyism

Who had been the most traitorous according to McCarthy?

What year did McCarthy shoot to fame: 

How many people did McCarthy accuse: 

How long did the witch-hunts continue: 

What branch of gov’t asked McCarthy to investigate: 

When and how did McCarthy die:

Anti-Communist Propaganda

According to the video, how could one “spot a communist”?

Where did Americans see anti-communist propaganda in the 1950’s 

and what messages did these sources spread?

Alger Hiss

According to the video, what happened in the hearing when Hiss 

faced his accuser, Whitaker Chambers?

Political Cartoons of the Red Scare

Analyze Political Cartoon A: (Context, Message/purpose)

Analyze Political Cartoon B: (Context, Message/purpose)

The Rosenbergs

What were the Rosenbergs convicted of in 1951?

Why was their conviction unique?



I see….

I hear that….

I have experienced….

I fear….

Directions: Complete the sensory figure of an American living during the Red 

Scare. How would they complete the following statements? Complete each 

thought using complete sentences and the key terms from the box below. 
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